This paper presents an adaptive teleoperation which is robust to time-delay and environmental uncertainties while assuring the transparent performance. A novel theoretical framework and algorithms for the teleoperation system have been built up with neural network-based multiple model control and time forward state observer. Conditions for stability and transparency performance are also identified. Simulations show that the system is stable and in good performance.
Introduction
Applications of master-slave teleoperation system can be found in many areas from micro to macro scales. A teleoperation system or a bilateral telemanipulation system is a complex electro-mechanical system with a master and a slave device, interconnected by a communication channel and controller. Through interaction with the master device, the human operator is able to communicate control signals for the slave. The slave device actually interacts with the remote environments, thereby staying under full control of the human operator. Information gathered at the remote environments is transmitted back to the human operator through the master device. Usually a camera is installed at the slave device to provide the visual information to the operator.
The existence of varying time delays in the communication channel and the uncertainty of the remote environments are the most important problems regarding the stability of the teleoperation systems since they will cause bad performance or instability to the system. Another important aspect is the transparency or the transparent performance of the systems. The transparency is defined as the impedance felt by the human operator on the local site. This allows the operator to feel the real sense of the remote environments. It can be applied in the case, for example, where the medical doctors cannot approach the patients directly. The followings are the content of this paper: Section 2 introduces the system modeling; Section 3 develops the system time forward observer; Section 4 sets up stability and transparency conditions for the system controller; Section 5 illustrates simulation results; and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
System Modeling
As mentioned in the introduction part, a teleoperation system consists of four fundamental components: the human operator, the communication channel, the slave manipulator, and the environment. Through these five components, information is exchanged in two directions. The control channel enables the human operator to assign tasks to the slave and control the slave as desired. Then, information about the task execution is fed back to the human operator. Both channels are interconnected via the normal internet system. For the simplification and low cost purpose, there is no camera installed in the slave device-a voice chat over Internet Protocol can support the communication between the doctor and the patient instead. Figure 1 shows the basic configuration for a bilateral control setting adopted by the position-force controller architecture by Lawrence 4 : the operator moves the master manipulator and via the Internet channel communication, the slave manipulator follows. Forces exerted by the environment on the slave are transmitted back to the master and felt by the operator.
The human force on the master f h and the master motion x m should have the same relationship with the force on the environment f e and the slave motion x s , that is, for the same forces, f e f h , the motions should be the same, x s x m . This requirement assures that the system is completely transparent. So the operator feels the real sense of the remote environments. Notations, u, u dm , u d , and u s , are the signals transmitted among the system's components.
The master and slave are all modeled as mechanical devices with masses, dampers, and springs, as shown in Figure 2 .
The human force f h is applied to the master manipulator and x m is the position of the master; f e is the contact force between the slave manipulator and the environment, and x s The dynamics of the master and the slave are given by the following equations: Since the environment models are uncertain, a neural network with the radial basis function RBF is used to detect the environmental dynamics since RBF network is easy to approximate the parameters and the training speed is fast. For n given environment models, the input vectors U is the movement of the slave device
and the target vectors Y is the environment model parameters:
From the online archived slave movements, x siẋsiẍsi , RBF will on line calculate the corresponding environment parameters, k ei b ei m ei , and, then, the corresponding model
. If the ∈ m is the smallest, the mth environment model which fits the best to the current dynamics is selected. The environment modeling and verification are referred to by Minh. et al. in 10 . It is assumed that the environmental uncertainties can be represented by mathematical models. To each model, the system behavior changes and should be estimated by a different modes. The system mode may jump up or vary continuously in a discrete set.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Since the master and the slave devices are connected via the Internet, the time delay is significant and variant. Thus, the equations for signal transmitted via communication channel must include the forward time delay, T R t , and the backward time delay, T L t :
2.6
Finally the overall schematic diagram of the proposed system is show in Figure 4 .
The operator moves the master plant, which causes a transmitted signal, u t . In conventional methods proposed by Lawrence 4 and Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean 9 , the transmitted signals include position, velocity, and acceleration. But in this proposed system, the operator medical doctor wants to directly and gently touch the patient, and the acceleration is difficult to be realized and can be omitted from the dynamic equations in order to guarantee the high transparency for the operator. Thus, 
where T t T R t T L t is the total of time delay and f 21 , f 22 , and c 21 are the feedback coefficients. In this equation, u dm t can respond the control effect of u t − T t . As a result, if we use the predicted value of u dm t T t as the feedback value from the slave, then the operator can feel that the time delay does not exist since the time delay on the transparency has been eliminated. Then, the predicted values of x s t T R t and˙ x s t T R t can be achieved through the time forward observer design in the next section.
Observer Design
Teleoperation observer is used to estimate the system parameters for the time delay compensation. The system can only achieve a high level of transparency with a good observer based on the predicted system dynamics. In order to predict x s t T R t andẋ s t T R t , 2.8 is substituted into 2.2 : 
3.6
From 3.5 , in order to predict u dm t T t , we have to prognosticate x s t T R t andẋ s t T R t by forwarding into the future with T R t units:
Ṫ R t B s u d t T R t , y t T R t C s x s t T R t .

3.7
However, it is difficult to estimateṪ R t . 
t L y t − T L t − y s t − T R t − T L t , y s t C s z t .
Let the observing error e t x s t T R t − z t , theṅ e t A s e t ΔA s x s t T R t − LC s e t − T R t − T L t ΔB s f 11 x m t c 11 f h t 3.11
RBF will on line calculate the smallest e m t , and the mth environment model which fits the best to the current environmental dynamics is selected for the system controller. Conditions for a stabilized and transparent controller are developed in the next section.
Controller Design
In this part, the controller design with guaranteed conditions for the system transparency and stability is established. The time forward state calculation for the slave state at t T R t has been performed in the previous section. Using u dm t T t in 2.11 to take place of u dm t in 2.1 , we have: 
4.12
The model of total system in 4.11 is now subject to conditions for the system transparency as referred to by Lawrence 4 that a teleoperation system achieves stability and ideal transparency if the following relation is maintained: 
4.14
Consequently, if 4.14 is feasible, the system will achieve the stability and ideal transparency. Simulations for this controller are examined in the next section.
Simulation Results
Simulation of this proposed model is developed with Matlab/Simulink for time-variant delays and environment uncertainties. The controller is also tested for the ability to reject disturbances while maintaining its closed-loop stability.
In the simulation, the parameters of the master and slave manipulator are selected as m m 1. The time-variant delays in the communication channel are randomly selected with 0 < T R t ≤ 5 s and 0 < T L t ≤ 5 s. The three environmental uncertainties, M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 are also randomly activated, and the RBF network is used to select the best fitted model. The maximum allowable bound of time delay, T Max DeLay , for guaranteeing stability of the system therefore is the sum of the maximum of forward time delay, T Max R t , and the maximum of backward time delay, T Max L t , T Max DeLay ≤ T Max R t T Max L t 10 s. The input human force, f h , with pulse generator activates the movement of the master device, x m . Three environment models, M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 , are activated at time from timeline from 0-30 s, 31-60 s, and 61-90 s, respectively. RBF identifies the environmental parameters and activates the suitable adaptive controllers. A white noise is also injected to the system to test the ability of the system to maintain its stability as shown in Figure 5 .
Results of the simulation for the time-variant delays and the environmental uncertainties are shown in Figure 6 . The subplots indicate the forces and movements of the master and the slave. The adaptive predictive controller is accurate, and the system is stable and in good performance since the slave profiles tracking well to the master amid the timevariant delays and the environment uncertainties.
Lastly, the model is tested for the ability to maintain its closed-loop stability with noise disturbances. Simulation results for the time-variant delays and the environmental uncertainties with noises are shown in Figure 7 .
Simulation results show that the system is stable under the white-noise disturbances. The outputs can track the input properly without steady-state error. The controller is robust to the disturbances. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel theoretical framework to design a teleoperation system dealing with time-variant delays and environmental uncertainties. Using predictive strategies and RBF network, the stability and transparency of the system are guaranteed amid the noise disturbance. The RBF neural network is trained off line using a set of environmental models and selects the best fitted model in the current environment dynamics. Issue of communication uncertain delays in teleoperation is also addressed. A neural network-based multiple-model adaptive controller is proposed to design the time forward state observer. Simulations show that the system is stable and in good performance. However, the system becomes unstable if conditions for the stability and transparency are not feasible. Further analysis is needed for the effectiveness with respect to the achievable performance and reliability of this design.
